
Welcome to VFJ Pilates!

These Term & Conditions outline the rules and regulations regarding the Winter Promotion run by Victoria Frances Jackson (VFJ), VFJ Dance, VFJ
Fitness, VFJ Pilates and VFJ Pilates's Website, located at www.vfjpilates.co.uk.

These Competition Terms & Conditions were created by Victoria Frances Jackson with the help of the Oxford English Dictionary (OED).

If you have additional questions or require more information about this policy, do not hesitate to contact us.

CONSENT
By entering the Winter Promotion with the VFJ family you hereby consent to these Winter Promotion Terms & Conditions. By participating in any
exercise, you agree to our Exercise Disclaimer. By accessing the promotion, competitions, classes, sessions, or website, we assume you accept
and consent to all our policies, including the general Terms & Conditions, Refund Policy, Safeguarding Policies and Privacy Policy. Do not
continue to use our services, website or enter any competitions, or promotions, if you do not agree to take all the terms & conditions stated on
these pages or in our other policies.

PERSONAL INFORMATION
For detailed information on what personal data we collect, how we collect it, how we use your personal data and how we store that data please
see our privacy policy.

WINTER PROMOTION DETAILS
Bring a friend to our classes and you both will recieve a free class when the friend buys a class pass. Introduce a friend to our 1-2-1 sessions and
you both will recieve £5 off a 1-2-1 session when the friend buys a 1-2-1 pass. These two items are not interchangeable. You will recieve the
relevent reward depending on which service the friend acceses and which pass they buy.

PROMOTION LENGTH
The Winter Promotion will run for a period of time from the 1st of January up to, but not including, Easter Sunday, whenever that may fall. We
reserve the right to not run the promotion, for whatever reason, at our descretion on any given year. 

DEFINITION OF ‘A FRIEND’
A friend is defined by OED as being ‘a person with whom one has developed a close and informal relaionship of mutual trust and intimacy; (more
generally) a close acqaintance’, however for the purposes of the Winter Promotion we place no emphasis on what constitutes a friend. 

Specifically this means that if two new people come to classes or 1-2-1 sessions at the same time but who have never met before, or do not
already know each other in some way so they are meeting for the first time, they can be counted as friends if they so wish, however in these
circumstances both parties will need to purchase a relevent pass.

However the  friend must also be either completely new to the VFJ family, or have not purchased any services, attended any sessions, events or
classes in the last 3 months or longer. Taking part in any of our FREE activities such as the YouTube lives Monday Movement & Feelgood Friday
or any of our challenges does not count and you or your friend would be classesd as a new customer.

BUYING THE PASS
The class pass or 1-2-1 pass must be bought at some point during the Winter Promotion period. Meaning that the friend is free to purchse a one
off session or class before purchasing a qualifying pass if they wish to trial the classes or 1-2-1 sessions.
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COUPON CODE
Your subsequent reward of a FREE class or £5 off a 1-2-1 session will be given in the form of a unique coupon code. This unique code is just for
you and your friend it must not be shared with anyone else. The code will be valid for exactly two uses. If the code is shared and used with
another person you will not be given any additional uses.

All coupon codes must be entered at checkout, please check your total before completing the checkout process. If the code has not been applied
succesfully you will be charged, or the class/session will be taken from a pass if you have one active with available sessions. If you accidentally
checkout and the coupon code has not been applied you will not recieve a refund, however the coupon code will still be valid and can be used on
another booking.

All coupon codes must be used within a month of recieving it. The date of recieving with be the date the code is emailed to you and your friend -
this will be clearly stated within the email contents and accopanying coupon code graphic. Hard copies of the code may be given at the earliest
opportunity, this does not alter the date by which it must be used.

Coupon codes are only valid for the above stated uses and connot be exchanged for money or other goods and services.

BOOKING
All FREE classes must be booked, turning up to class without a booking may result in you not being allowed to stay, or you may be required to
pay for the class. All 1-2-1’s must be booked and, if you don’t already have a usual regular time, the day and time must be disscussed with us
before booking to ensure it is mutally convenient.

PROMOTION LIMITS
There is no limit to the number of friends you are allowed to introduce, therefore there is no limit to how many coupon codes you can earn.
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VICTORIA JACKSON
Sincerely,

CEO


